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Comparison Internationally- 2014



Overview of the Finnish Schooling System
● Teaching is a highly respected, well-paid 

profession
● There are no school inspections or teacher 

evaluations
● The school system is highly centralised and most 

schools are publicly funded
● School days are short and the summer break is 

10 weeks
● Children are assessed by their teachers. The only 

nationwide exam is for those who continue 
studying to 18

● Average school size is 195 pupils; average class 
size is 19 pupils

● Little to no homework, at most 4-6 hours a week 
for secondary school students.



Comparison Internationally- 2015



PBL System
“In August 2016 it became compulsory 
for every Finnish school to teach in a 

more collaborative way”

=

Phenomena Based Learning

● First invented by Tamblyn and 
Barrows in 1960

● Learner-driven self-identified 
goals and outcomes

● Students do independent, 
self-directed study before 
returning to larger group

● Learning is done in small 
groups of 8–10 people, with a 
tutor to facilitate discussion

● Trigger materials such as paper-based clinical 
scenarios, lab data, photographs, articles or videos 
or patients (real or simulated) can be used

● Based on principles of adult learning theory



Advantages 
● Fosters student-centred learning
● Upholds lifelong learning
● Prominence on comprehension not facts
● In-depth learning and constructivist approach
● Augments self-learning
● Better understanding and adeptness
● Reinforces interpersonal skills and teamwork
● Encourages a self-motivated attitude
● Enriches the teacher-student relationship
● Uses active learning



Disadvantages 
● Time-consuming

● Traditional assumptions of the students

● Disparities in teaching styles and technological knowledge of teachers

● Lack of focus on basics and foundation

● Active learning is less effective early on

● Difficult to evaluate students

● Demands of implementing 

● Can increase disparities between levels of students



Current Results

● Finland has dropped in PISA 
standings

● There is a split between 
opinions: some teachers feel it 
is not helping, and some feel it 
is a more life skill useful way of 
teaching

● 30% more students are not 
going into further learning



My Thoughts
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